GEORGIA
In July 2015, together with the association Momavali-France, 3 days
of activities in two Georgian regions were organized. In the Khakheti
–Region (Tsodniskari) 28 youngsters from 9 schools participated and
in the Kharagauli District 30 youngsters from 12 schools had, for
example, the opportunity to meet with a mayor.
Different ecological workshops were organized as well as a field visit
in a national natural reserve and a meeting with journalists.
The Georgian Delegates from the European Conference were able to
share their experiences and knowledge and show photos!

FRANCE
In September 2015, Monde Pluriel organized a meeting with
municipal representatives from Grenoble. Emma and Joannès, who
participated in the European Conference, made testimonies and read
the Call for Co-responsibility along with two of Emma’s classmates.
Then, the youngsters and the public could exchange ideas and ask
questions to their representatives. It was an interesting exchange,
especially because the city has an ecological majority.

DENMARK
While being in Paris for the European Delegation to COP21, Frederikke and
Boel from Roskilde Gymnasium had the opportunity to meet their “twin
class” from France!
A first meeting before the French class will visit Roskilde in May 2016!

contact@mondepluriel.org

April 27: Regional Conference Catalunya (Spain)
April: National Conference Lithuania
April 29: Regional Conference Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (France)

Autumn : Spanish National Conference

contact@mondepluriel.org

March 17 - 19: Your Europe Your Say at the EESC (Brussels - BE) on migrations
April 8 - 10: 22nd ASPEA National Days (Viseu – PT) - Presentation of the LTCP Methodology
June 27 – July 2: CEI - Caretakers of the Environment International (Aalborg-DK) on Sustainable
Societies

If the responsibility for the climate is only for the politicians or for the citizens to take - it will be
a burden. But! If each of us takes part, it will be easier. That’s co-responsibility.
Speech by Boel (DK), Jules (FR) and Frederikke (DK) at COP21
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